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“Is (Borderline) Personality Amenable to
Pharmacotherapy (APT)?”
• Complex network of deficits:
Find a hub → find a drug
• But maybe not in isolation → combine with learning to change
higher order function
• Evidence for “APT”ness of personality
• SUD → apparent personality change
• SSRI → acute shift in attentional bias in healthy volunteers*
*Harmer, C. J., & Cowen, P. J. (2013). ‘It's the way that you look at it’—a cognitive neuropsychological account of SSRI action in depression. Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences, 368(1615), 20120407.
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So why do drug trials for BPD tend to fail?
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Maybe not because of
• Dropout/non-adherence
Example: Clinical review of vortioxetine for MDD:
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Maybe not because of
• Dropout/non-adherence
Example: Clinical review of brexpiprazole for SCZ:
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Maybe not because of
• Robust change w/ high-level
treatment (both arms
including therapy and
pharmacotherapy)…over 6
months of study treatment
• …but possible 3 month trials
too short to detect clinically
meaningful change

Mean ZAN-BPD

• Measure insensitivity
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Best Guesses
• Wrong meds
• Population heterogeneity in symptomatic targets
• Stigmatization → Insufficient/negative subject engagement

www.fda.gov
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Wrong Meds –
“Real world evidence”
• Polypharmacy common, stable over time
• rates similar to acute inpatient treatment of mania:
• ~40% ≥3 concurrent standing medications
• ~20% taking ≥4
• ~10% taking ≥5
Sachs, G. S., et al. "Polypharmacy and bipolar disorder: what's personality got to do with it?." International Journal of Neuropsychopharmacology 17.7 (2014): 1053-1061.
Golden, J. C., Goethe, J. W., & Woolley, S. B. (2017). Complex psychotropic polypharmacy in bipolar disorder across varying mood polarities: a prospective cohort study of 2712
inpatients. Journal of Affective Disorders, 221, 6-10.
Zanarini, M. C., Frankenburg, F. R., Hennen, J., & Silk, K. R. (2004). Mental health service utilization by borderline personality disorder patients and Axis II comparison subjects followed
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Wrong Meds – Trials Limited
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Stigma & missed opportunities?

Examples:
• Rejection sensitivity
➢ capacity for powerful positive emotion
➢ if targeted, end of trial may present stressor that increases assay
sensitivity
• Unstable/intense interpersonal relationships characterized by alternating
between extremes of idealization and devaluation
➢ sensitive and passionate, idealistic
➢ distinctive symptom less subject to confounding by comorbidity
➢ involves higher-level processes → synergistic effects w/
psychotherapy?
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Endpoints –
Feeling, Functioning, Surviving
• Should be well-constructed/validated – FDA Guidance on
PRO qualification highlights important considerations
• Measure should be able to capture severity independent
of presence of e.g., MDD/GAD
• Digital measures, biomarkers, PerfROs could be promising,
esp. in P1/2
• Critical Event-based outcomes could be good in P2/3
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Missing data and intercurrent events
Q: How to handle missing data?
High Dropout rate expected in BPD? Methods of
imputation?
• Critical to carefully define Estimand
• It is an empirical question to what extent drop out
and loss to follow-up is representative of Tx failure
• A guess: BPD intermediate between SCZ (D.O.→ Tx
failure) and MDD (MAR supported)
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Missing data and intercurrent events
Q: What is your perspective on how medication compliance should be factored
into the primary analysis for BPD trials?

ITT analysis will have diluted treatment effect?
Thoughts on subsetting primary analysis to only include those who have a
certain level of compliance (e.g. at least 1 dose or more of randomized
treatment, percentage of total medication adherence)?

• ITT underestimates ideal effect, estimates expected
effect at point of Rx
• Preserving randomization of baseline characteristics
critical to unbiased effect estimation:
• randomization (loss can’t be remedied) > power (loss
can be remedied)
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Conclusions
• AP/AD/AC meds have shown little evidence for efficacy but widely used
(often in combination)
• Multimodal treatments may enhance retention
& treatment effects could (even) be synergistic, increasing rather than decreasing
assay sensitivity

• Interesting, novel approaches on horizon – & more are welcome!
• Patient population can be worked with much more than believed
• Encourage pre-competitive collaboration on endpoint development
including patient engagement to identify meaningful treatment targets
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